Newstripe’s Airless
Painter’s and Accessories
Newstripe’s walk-behind machines use standard 5-gallon pails
making cleanup and color changes quick and easy. Large
pneumatic tires and ergonomic handles make it easier to produce
straight lines while being comfortable to operate.
Newstripe Airless models feature a fully adjustable 0-3000 psi pump.
They spray almost any paint, making them ideal for striping athletic
ﬁelds or parking lots. The Quick-release spray gun with 25’ hose is
easily removed and perfect for stencil work.
4250 Airless
4250 Airless

The 4250 is our most economical and lightweight airless unit featuring a 190cc
Briggs & Stratton engine with a .34 gpm pump that can spray both water and
oil base paints. The spray gun is removable for painting stencils and curb stops.
Backed by an 18-month warranty.

4400 Airless
The Newstripe 4400 features a 126cc Subaru OHC engine and has a .44 gpm pump
that sprays 2”-6” wide lines using thinned or non-thinned paint. An inlet ﬁlter screen,
gun ﬁlter and reversible spray tip prevent clogs. Backed by a 36-month warranty.

4600 SP Airless
All the great features of the 4400 plus, it is self-propelled. Add the optional dropdown rear caster to either model to paint circles and arcs. Ask about our NewRider
models for multiple ﬁelds and sport complexes. Backed by a 36-month warranty.

Field Marking Paint
Newstripe’s premium paints produce bright, high quality lines. Our white
concetrates saves big on shipping costs and eliminates measuring. Create
vivid mascots and team logos with our wide range of colors. Newstripe’s paint is environmentally safe and easily
cleans up with soap and water. We also offer a full line of latex trafﬁc paints.
4400 Airless

PolyTough™ Stencils
Our stencils are so tough that we put tough in the name. These industrial grade stencils are cut from a 1/8” high-grade
plastic. They are the most durable stencils available. Newstripe stencils are designed for the heaviest use, misuse and
abuse and are backed by our Life-time warranty.

Field Layout Systems
SafeMarkTM and ProlineTM locators install easily to locate key ﬁeld dimensions and quickly mark any size ﬁeld. Measure
once to stripe and re-stripe ﬁelds season after season. Available in sets for football, soccer, baseball and more.

Field Marking Paint

Field Stencils

SafeMark Locators

Other Marking Needs?
Newstripe, Inc. offers a complete line of drags,
groomers and chalk machines, ﬁeld layout systems, paint and stencils.
Visit our web site at www.newstripe.com or call toll free 1-800-624-6706
WB 06/13

Newstripe’s Walk Behind
Field Marking Equipment
Newstripe’s Eco-Liner, low-pressure models are an economical
alternative to our airless machines. Designed for use with thinned
ﬁeld paints, the Bidirectional spray heads produce 2”-6” wide lines
in on pass. Use the Hashmark Master with any Eco-Liner model to
quickly spray hash marks. Options include a hand wand with 12’
hose for stencil work and the Perfect Circle or RearCaster for circles
and arcs.
Eco-Liner™
Our battery powered “green” machine stripes up to 8 hours and includes an onboard battery charger with 45psi diaphragm pump. (Battery not included)
Eco-Liner™

Eco-Liner II™
The 126cc OHC engine powered version of the Eco-Liner with 60 psi diaphragm
pump eliminates the need to re-charge a battery.

Eco-Liner™ SP
The self-propelled version of the Eco-Liner II features a variable speed, friction drive
that is great for the user with several ﬁelds to stripe.

Hashmark-Master™
Easily paint hash marks ﬁve times faster than other methods. Eliminates repeated
measuring or using stencils and templates that require a two or three man crew.
Eco-Liner SP™

Perfect Circle™
Paint absolutely perfect circles and arcs easier and faster than ever before. The
spray head’s unique spring-loaded feature precisely and automatically guides the
paint machine in a perfect circle.

Newstripe’s economical Scotsman model uses an industry proven,
pressurized tank. This conventional sprayer produces great lines
while saving money over using aerosol cans.
Scotsman™
Perfect Circle™

A 4-gallon tank and 8” wheels can spray 2”-6” wide lines and the available air or
Co2 power packs eliminate hand pumping.

See the Eco-Liner and
Airless Models in action at
www.newstripe.com
And use our shopping cart
to conveniently order online.
Hashmark-Master™

Other Marking Needs?

Scotsman™

Newstripe, Inc. offers a complete line of drags, groomers and chalk machines, ﬁeld
layout systems, paint and stencils.
Visit our web site at www.newstripe.com or call toll free 1-800-624-6706
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